POLICY ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT
FALL 2019 SEMINAR SERIES

8.20.19 LISA COOK
Associate Professor, Michigan State University
TUE | 12:30PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH AEM

9.18.19 LUCY WANG
Ph.D. Candidate, Cornell University
WED | 1:15PM | MANN 102

9.20.19 CPC CENSUS PANEL
Topic: Differential Privacy in the 2020 Us Census
FRI | 12:00PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH CPC

9.25.19 YOUNGMIN YI
Ph.D. Candidate, Cornell University
WED | 1:15PM | MANN 102

10.3.19 ANALISA PACKHAM
Assistant Professor, Vanderbilt University
THU | 12:00PM | HEB T01
JOINT WITH HE

10.4.19 CARMEN GUTIERREZ
Assistant Professor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
FRI | 12:00PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH CPC, CCSS, CSI, OVPR

10.7.19 DOUG MILLER
Professor, Cornell University
MON | 11:40AM | IVES 115
JOINT WITH LE

10.9.19 ANDREA MONGE
Ph.D. Candidate, Cornell University
WED | 1:15PM | MANN 102

10.18.19 AMANDA LEWIS
Professor, University of Illinois at Chicago
FRI | 12:00PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH CSI

10.29.19 BRUCE SACERDOTE
Professor, Dartmouth College
TUE | 11:40AM | SAGE 141
JOINT WITH PE, LE & AEM

11.14.19 SCOTT CUNNINGHAM
Professor, Baylor University
THU | 12:00PM | HEB T01
JOINT WITH HE

11.20.19 JACOB RUGH
Associate Professor, Brigham Young University
WED | 1:15PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH SOC & CSI

11.25.19 JOHN SINGLETON
Assistant Professor, University of Rochester
MON | 11:40AM | IVES 115
JOINT WITH LE

12.4.19 TREVON LOGAN
Associate Dean, University of California, Santa Barbara
WED | 1:15PM | MANN 102
JOINT WITH CPC & CSI

Department Co-sponsors: AEM = Applied Economics and Management;
CCSS = Cornell Center for Social Sciences; CPC = Cornell Population Center;
CSI = Center for the Study of Inequality; DE = Development Economics;
Dyson = Dyson; HE = Institute on Health Economics; Health Behaviors & Disparities;
IO = Industrial Organization; LE = Labor Economics; OVPR = Office of the Vice Provost for Research; PE = Public Economics; SOC = Department of Sociology

For special accommodations and papers contact:
Natalie Kimbrough at nmk64@cornell.edu

human.cornell.edu/pam/about/events